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Abstract—One of the main challenges in Information Centric
Networks (ICN) is providing access control to content publication
and retrieval. Most of the existing approaches often consider a
single user acting as publisher within a group. When dealing
with multiple publishers, they may lead to a combinatorial
explosion of cryptographic keys. Approaches that focus on
multiple publishers, on the other hand, rely on specific network
architectures and/or changes to operate. In this paper we propose
a novel solution, supported by attribute-based encryption, for
managing content access control. In our solution, we introduce
secure content distribution groups, in which any member user
can publish to and retrieve from. Unlike previous work, our
solution keeps the number of cryptographic keys proportional
to the number of group members, and may even be adopted
gradually in any ICN architecture. The proposed solution is
evaluated with respect to the overhead it imposes, number of
required keys, and efficiency of content dissemination. In contrast
to existing approaches, it offers higher access control flexibility,
while reducing key management process complexity (in some
scenarios, resulting in 97% less keys and objects in the network).

I. INTRODUCTION

The Information Centric Network (ICN) paradigm has

emerged as a promising direction for reshaping content distri-

bution in the Future Internet [1]. In spite of its potentialities

– for example, to make content distribution efficient and

scalable, and to decrease data traffic in the network backbone

[2] – there are several challenges that remain to be addressed.

One of the most important, and critical for the success of ICN,

is related to access control [1]. As contents are retrieved from

distributed in-network caches, security mechanisms in place

need to ensure that protected contents (i.e., published with

access restrictions) are consumed only by authorized users.

Existing approaches often focus on scenarios in which

content sharing groups are composed of one publisher and

several consumers [3], [4], thus being specially interesting

for content providers such as YouTube, Google Play, iTunes

Store, and NetFlix. However, those approaches might lead to

a combinatorial explosion of cryptographic keys, if adopted

on scenarios in which groups formed by multiple publishers

and consumers are the norm. This overwhelming number

of cryptographic keys might also increase resource overhead

(e.g., on network traffic, cache occupancy, etc.) or strain

network operations (e.g., for managing key lifecycle).

On the other hand, approaches focused on multiple publish-

ers introduce novel components and/or entities to the network,

for implementing content re-encryption or access control [5],

[6]. Although effective, they are intrusive and less flexible

for incremental adoption, vulnerable to malicious behavior of

those entities and, in some cases, tailored for some specific

ICN architectures or implementations.

To bridge this gap, in this paper we introduce a novel secu-

rity model for managing user-generated content access control

in ICN. The proposed model takes advantage of attribute-

based encryption, and introduces the concept of secure content

sharing groups, with user membership required for retrieving

protected contents from groups. Access to published contents

may be also refined using users’ attributes, so that content

retrieval can be further restricted to a specific subset of

member users. The model reconciles support to multiple pub-

lishers and architecture-agnostic access control. As a result,

the number of encryption keys is kept linearly proportional

to the number of group members, without dependency on

centralized entities. Our model is evaluated with regard to both

the support for multiple publishers and operation overhead.

The results achieved, through experiments in a controlled

environment, have confirmed the effectiveness of our model,

which introduces a minimal cost for publishing and retrieving

contents (compared to existing approaches), while making

content access control more robust and scalable.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

Section II we discuss the most prominent related work. In

Section III we describe our solution for secure content access

control in ICN, while in Section IV we discuss the experimen-

tal environment used for evaluating our solution and our major

findings. We close the paper in Section V with concluding

remarks and directions for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Encryption is the most fundamental mechanism to imple-

ment secure and private content publication [7]. Nevertheless,

symmetric and asymmetric encryption mechanisms are not

sufficient if used separately in ICN: while the former requires

some external resource (e.g., phone or e-mail) for key distri-

bution, the latter undermines in-networking caching facilities

and makes content access control and lifecycle management

increasingly complex, as the content must be encrypted for

every target user.

In general, existing approaches attempt to maximize the use

of in-network caches and minimize access control complexity.
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In spite of that, they are different regarding the cardinality

(of content publishing), the intrusiveness (i.e., introduction or

modification of network components), and to the encryption

scheme used for protecting contents. Table I presents a general

view of existing solutions, organized following these criteria.

Misra et al. [3] and Papanis et al. [4] propose that providers

protect contents using symmetric encryption. As a result, both

approaches take the most advantage of in-network caching.

They are different however regarding the mechanism used for

content access key distribution: while Misra et al. adopt the

concept of broadcast encryption, Papanis et al. use Ciphertext-

Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) [13]. Both as-

sume only one publisher in the secure sharing group. Since

each publisher needs to create a pair of keys for every user

that should have access to contents, in a scenario in which

everyone could act as a publisher, the required number of key

pairs would be proportional to
(
n
2

)
.

Wood and Uzun [8] and Mannes et al. [9] also follow

the single publisher model, although both use the proxy re-

encryption technique, originally proposed by Ateniese et al.

[14]. This technique uses proxy entities in the network to

convert a content encrypted using the provider’s public key

into another encrypted using the user’s public key. The main

difference between both approaches lies in the intrusiveness

criterion: while the solution of Wood and Uzun relies on

intermediate nodes to redistribute re-encryption keys, Mannes

et al. enable publishers themselves to implement that role.

Although less intrusive, the latter requires that the content pub-

lisher be permanently available, for creating and distributing

re-encryption keys upon content access.

The other approaches advance in the cardinality criterion,

enabling multiple publishers in the same secure sharing group,

thus avoiding the combinatorial explosion of cryptographic

keys. However, they depend on the addition of entities to

store contents and/or perform access control, which implies

in modifications to the ICN architecture or in the dependency

on the availability of those entities. The approaches of Singh

et al. [5] and Ghali et al. [12] are particularly dependent on

the honest behavior of these entities; if subverted, the privacy

of contents controlled by them may be compromised.

An important aspect that must be observed in Table I is that

none of the existing proposals aggregates the characteristics of

non intrusiveness and native support to multiple publishers. In

the following section, we present a security model that satisfies

these requirements, without depending on specific components

of the underlying architecture, and without increasing the

complexity of the key management process.

III. MANAGING CONTENT ACCESS CONTROL FOR NATIVE

SUPPORT OF MULTIPLE PUBLISHERS IN ICN

Our design for secure content access control in ICN is built

upon the notion that any user may act as content publisher

and consumer, and seeks to minimize overhead (e.g. in terms

of required cryptographic keys) to this end. The research

challenges we thus approach in this paper, discussed next,

target the conception of a solution agnostic of underlying ICN

architecture, and flexible enough for incremental deployment

(e.g. co-existing with legacy access control approaches).

We present in Figure 1 our security model for managing

content access control in ICN. Secure content sharing is

initiated when a user interacts with an instance of the ICN

Application, running within his/her own device, to create a

group. The ICN application corresponds to a piece of soft-

ware that enables content sharing through the ICN paradigm,

extended to support our model.
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Fig. 1: Architectural view of our solution.

Only the user who created the group (referred to as ad-

ministrator or admin in the remainder of this paper) may add

users to it. As it will be discussed further in the following

subsection, the process of adding users comprises the creation

of a membership credential (a private key) and the delivery

of that credential to the user. The key delivery must be

done securely, for example, through use of an asymmetric

encryption mechanism. Once enabled as a group member, the

user may securely share contents (i.e., publish and retrieve

contents) with each other.

The architectural view presented in the right side of Fig-

ure 1 highlights (in gray) the components that belong to

our proposal. The User and Group Management component

aggregates the functionalities of group creation and member-

ship control. The Content Management component is related

to the secure content publishing and retrieval. Finally, the

Policy Management component enables fine-grained access

control, supporting for example granting and revoking content

access. The Information Security Subsystem provides crypto-

graphic primitives for user, group and content management,

and borrows the idea of attribute-based encryption for policy

definition; this subsystem is materialized by a symmetric

encryption module, a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) solution,

and an attribute-based encryption mechanism (CP-ABE) [13]

(also referred to as CP-ABE component). Observe that the

components that form our solution are placecd exclusively

between the user interface and the ICN network layers, thus

being restricted to the software that runs on the user device.

Subsections III-A, III-B, and III-C describe, in more de-

tail, the functionalities provided by each of the components

highlighted in the architectural view from Figure 1. Sub-

section III-D closes the presentation of our proposal, by

discussing possible attack strategies against our solution. For

the discussion that follows, we adopt the set of notations and

conventions summarized in Table II.

A. User and Group Management

Figure 2 illustrates the maintenance process of secure

content sharing groups, highlighting the activities of group

creation and membership management.
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TABLE I: Proposals for content access control, organized according to cardinality, the intrusiveness, and encryption scheme.

Proposals
Cardinality Intrusiveness Encryption scheme

one publisher multiple publishers non intrusive intrusive symmetric asymmetric

Misra et al. [3] x x x

Papanis et al. [4] x x x

Wood e Uzun [8] x x x

Mannes et al. [9] x x x

Singh et al. [5] x x none

Fotiou et al. [10] x x x

Hamdane et al. [11] x x x

Ghali et al. [12] x x none

TABLE II: List of notations and conventions related to our

security model.

Notation Description

Entities and sets

C Original plain content

G Secure content sharing group

U User (member of a group)

P Access policy

LG Attribute set from group G

LU,G ⊆ LG User U’s attribute set in group G

Crypto keys

Ks Symmetric encryption key

KU User U’s public key

K
−1
U

User U’s private key

KG Public key of the group G

MG Master key of the group G

K
−1
LU,G

User U’s private key in group G

Crypto functions

{X}Kx X encrypted using key Kx

{X}(KG,P) X encrypted using group key KG and policy P

Security Model

X̂ Identifier of element X

CP Content C , protected

HC Enabler block of a protected content CP

Group creation. As briefly described earlier, the admin

initiates this process by interacting with the ICN application

(flow 1 in Figure 2). This process basically comprises creating

a pair of public KG and master MG keys for the group, which

is done with the support of the CP-ABE component. The group

comes to existence in the network once the public key KG is

disseminated in the network, as an object, using as identifier

the group name (flow 2). The master key MG must be kept

private by the admin.

Each group has an attribute set LG, which are used to

describe the member users. Each attribute is a string of

arbitrary length, defined by the admin and that exist only in

the scope of that group. For example, supposing a university

group, possible attributes would be “Professor”, “Undergrad”,

“M.Sc.”, “Ph.D.”, and “Post-doc”. Note that there is no general

rule for composing attributes, and their semantics can be

drawn from the group context. The attribute list must also

be published as an object in the network (flow 3).

Adding users to the group. The administrator initiates this

process, through the ICN application (flow 4), by informing

the attributes the new member will possess. This process

unfolds into three steps: (i) creating the user’s private key in

the group K−1
LU,G

; (ii) publishing the key K−1
LU,G

in a secure

fashion in the network, so that only the intended user (the one

that will be added to the group) can retrieve and decript it; and

(iii) obtaining the key K−1
LU,G

from the network (this last step

performed by the user being added). These steps are described

in detail next.

First, the private key K−1
LU,G

is created with the support of

the CP-ABE component. To this end, the admin must specify

an attribute set LU,G ⊆ LG for the user. The creation of K−1
LU,G

also requires the master group key MG. In the second step,

the key K−1
LU,G

(and the incorporated attributes LU,G) is then

published in the network, so the target user may retrieve it.

The delivery must occur in private, since the possession of

K−1
LU,G

materializes group membership. In other words, K−1
LU,G

is employed for retrieveing protected contents published in the

group (as it will be discussed in the following subsection).

To perform this delivery, the admin must retrieve from the

network the user’s public key KU and verify it using some

PKI mechanism (flows 5 and 6). The key K−1
LU,G

is encrypted

using KU , thus yielding the encrypted key {K−1
LU,G

}KU
, which

is published as a network object (flow 7).

In the third step, the target user needs to obtain K−1
LU,G

and KG from the network, so that he/she may use them to

publish/consume contents to/from the group. The user starts

this procedure (flow 8) by specifying the group he/she would

like to join. The application then retrieves the group public key

KG (flows 9 and 10), and the user’s private key in the group,

which is encrypted {K−1
LU,G

}KU
(flows 11 and 12). The user’s

private key in the group is decrypted using his/her own private

key K−1
U . From this point on, the user is enabled to publish

and consume contents from the group. Please note the group

admin also needs to add himself/herself to the group, i.e., also

needs to create his/her own key K−1
LU,G

, if he/she desires to

publish and consume contents from the group.

B. Content Management

The content management lifecycle comprises procedures

related to secure content publication and retrieval. These

procedures are supported by two elements: protected content

and enabler block. A protected content corresponds to an

encrypted content using symmetric encryption, whereas an

enabler block contains the key required to decrypt a given

content. In our model, a protected content has one (and only

one) corresponding enabler block.

Formally, a protected content is a tuple CP =
〈 {C}Ks

, ĤC 〉, in which {C}Ks
corresponds to the original

content C, encrypted using the symmetric key Ks, and ĤC

is the identifier of the enabler block of that protected content.
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Fig. 2: Maintenance process of secure sharing groups.

An enabler block is a tuple HC = 〈 {Ks}(KG, P), K̂G 〉, in

which {Ks}(KG, P) corresponds to the key Ks (used to encrypt

C) encrypted using (i) the group public key KG and (ii) an

access policy P, and K̂G is the identifier of the group public

key. Observe that this design enables various contents to be

published using a single enabler block. This characteristic may

be convenient if one wishes to publish several contents using

a single access policy.

The process to build an enabler block comprises (i) the

definition of the symmetric key that will be used to encrypt

the content and (ii) the specification (by the user) of the access

control policy P. With regard to the symmetric key, it may be

generated automatically, by the ICN application, or informed

by the user. As for the policy P, it determines which group

members are authorized to decrypt the content, and is specified

using elements from the group attribute list LG.

To illustrate the concept of access policies, recall the

previously mentioned university content sharing group, in

which users possess one (or more) of the following attributes:

LG = {Professor, Post-doc, Undergrad, M.Sc., Ph.D.}. The

user may, for example, specify a policy P = {Professor or

Undergrad}. In this case, the attribute-based decryption (using

the CP-ABE component) may be carried out only by those

users that possess the attributes “Professor” or “Undergrad” (or

both). The methodology for forming these policies is discussed

in more detail in Subsection III-C. Once P is determined, the

CP-ABE is employed to encrypt Ks. This encryption is carried

out using the group public key KG and the policy P. The

encrypted key {Ks}(KG, P) is then encapsulated within HC .

After the enabler block is built, the protected content

may then be formed. Its original construction comprises the

encryption of the original content C to be disseminated in the

network. For that encryption process, the symmetric key Ks,

encapsulated within the enabler block, is used.

Content publication. Figure 3(a) illustrates the dynamics

of a content publishing process. The user initiates this process

by interacting with the ICN application (flow 1 in Figure 3(a)),

by informing the content C to be published. At this point, five

steps are executed. First, the application resorts to the network

to obtain an updated version of the group attribute list LG

(flows 2 and 3), and makes that list available to the user. Then,

the user creates an access policy P, according to the desired

access restrictions (flows 4 and 5). The third step, carried

out by the application, consists in encrypting the content C

using a symmetric key Ks. The fourth step corresponds to

the construction of the enabler block HC of the content, as

previously discussed. In the last step, the protected content CP

is built, encapsulating the encrypted content {C}Ks
and the

identifier to the enabler block ĤC . Finally, both the protected

content CP and the enabler block HC are published in the

network (flows 6 and 7).

Content retrieval. The retrieval process, illustrated in Fig-

ure 3(b), initiates when the user requests a content (flow 1).

The application requests to the network the corresponding

protected content CP (flows 2 and 3), which is obtained

from the nearest source. When opening CP , the applica-

tion identifies which enabler block HC is related to that

content (through the identifier ĤC contained in the tuple).

The application then requests HC to the network (flows 4

and 5) to retrieve the encrypted symmetric key {Ks}(KG, P).

The retrieved key {Ks}(KG, P) is submitted to the CP-ABE

component for decryption. To this end, the user uses his/her

own private key in the group K−1
LU,G

. The key {Ks}(KG, P)

is decrypted iff the access policy P used to encrypt it is

compatible with the attributes used by the group admin upon

the creation of K−1
LU,G

(when adding the user to the group). In

case it is successfully decrypted, the plain content is delivered

to the user (flow 6).

C. Policy Management

The proposed security model, implemented by the Policy

Management component, enables to determine when and

which users may have access to published contents. In other

words, the model aggregates mechanisms that enable one to

assign, limit, and revoke content access authorizations, based

on defined policies.

One may use relational (>, <, =) and logical (and, or)

operators to write policies. With support of the CP-ABE

component [13], those operators enable one to determine when

and what users have access to a content. Figure 4 presents the

set of rules that define the policy construction process. In this

set, <attribute>∈ LG and <integer>∈ N.

Granting access to contents. It consists of defining a

policy (using one or more attributes) that a subset of group

members must satisfy to decrypt a content. In order to gain

access to the content, the user’s private key in the group

K−1
LU,G

must satisfy the restriction described by the policy.

For example, suppose two users: John Smith, having attributes
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〈policy〉 ::= 〈attribute〉 | ‘(’ 〈policy〉 ‘)’

| 〈attribute〉 and 〈policy〉 | 〈attribute〉 or 〈policy〉

| 〈attribute〉 = 〈integer〉 | 〈attribute〉 < 〈integer〉 | 〈attribute〉 > 〈integer〉

| 〈integer〉 of ‘(’ 〈collection〉 ‘)’

〈collection〉 ::= 〈policy〉 ‘,’ 〈policy〉 | 〈collection〉

Fig. 4: Rules for defining content access policies.

LJohn Smith,G = {Professor, Researcher}, and Jane Smith, hav-

ing attributes LJane Smith,G = {Student, Researcher}. An access

policy P1 = {Professor} enables content access for John Smith

only. An access policy P2 = {Researcher}, in turn, enables

access to both. The rules presented earlier do not allow the

construction of “wildcard” policies, i.e., for universal access.

One way to reach all users is citing one by one their attributes,

in the access policy. The admin may also define an attribute

common to all users (e.g., “All”) for reaching all users; in this

case, every content publisher may use it in policies that aim

at universal access.

User and policy attributes may also be valued. Such at-

tributes may be created to indicate, for example, the user’s

level in the corporate hierarchy. Suppose that user John Smith

has attribute “Level = 5” and Jane Smith has attribute “Level

= 2”. In case one wishes to publish a content solely to users

from level 3 or higher (John Smith, in this example), it is

sufficient to define a policy P = {Level > 2} (assuming that

the hierarchy levels are given by discrete numbers).

Revoking access to contents. Revocation is based on the

possibility to publish a newer version of an enabler block

(for example, when the older version expire in the router

cache). Therefore, the user may reformulate the policy of

that block to restrict the content access for some particular

user. There are two strategies that may be employed. The first

one is to define a unique attribute for each user. In this case,

revocation would require selecting all users except that/those

whose access must be revoked. In a scenario with users John

Smith, Jane Smith, Alice Bloggs, and Bob Bloggs, and a

content published with P = {All}, revoking the access of John

Smith to this content requires that the policy be reformulated

to P
′ = {1 of (Jane Smith, Alice Bloggs, Bob Bloggs)}. The

complexity of defining such restriction for groups with dozens

of users or more can be trivially solved through a user

interface, thus not being necessary to transport it to the model.

The second strategy for implementing content access re-

vocation is through expiration, using the relational operators

to compare attribute values. To illustrate, suppose that John

Smith has the attribute “Created = 1435708800” (2015-07-01

00:00:00) and Alice Bloggs, “Created = 1446336000” (2015-

11-01 00:00:00). The semantics of these attributes corresponds

to the date and time (timestamp format) that each one was

added to the group. Suppose now a content having the policy

P = {Created > 1420070400}. That policy grants access only

to those users added to the group after January 1st, which

applies to John Smith and Alice Bloggs. John Smith’s access

may be revoked through expiration, in this case, by publishing

a new enabler block with P
′ = {Created > 1443657600}

(October 1st). We emphasize that both strategies may be used

in conjunction, thus enabling short and long term revocation.

D. Possible Attack Strategies

Having presented an overview of our model, we now discuss

about its robustness in face of possible strategies an attacker

may take advantage of to gain access to protected contents.

Firstly, it is important to emphasize that our model was

designed considering three basic assumptions, often adopted

by those systems that deal with access control: (i) the group

admin is trustworthy; (ii) group members maintain in secret

their respective private keys in the group K−1
LU,G

; and (iii) a

member with access to a protected content does not advertise

the symmetric key used to encrypt it.

The implications of the assumptions enumerated above are

described next. The first one establishes that attribute assign-

ment to users is done in a trustworthy fashion. It means that

the admin will not assign attributes maliciously, for example,

by assigning attributes to an adversary or even to users who

are not compatible with them. That assumption is similar to

the trust assigned to managers of strategic and/or secretive

projects, for example, of open-source software (in which the

admission of an adversary to the development team may lead

to the inclusion of malicious code in the developed software).

The second assumption is related to the security of contents

which are accessible by some specific users. This assumption

is equivalent to keeping in private access credentials to a

system (e.g., a key to an ssh server or the password to a pay-

per-use content portal). The third assumption, in turn, implies

in the privacy of protected contents that have been accessed

by authorized users. In this case, leaking the symmetric key

(obtained from the enabler block) is equivalent to leaking the

plain content itself.
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Considering these assumptions, an attacker may only sub-

vert our security model only if he/she compromises (through

either physical or remote access) the admin/user’s device to

obtain the group private key or the users’ private keys in

the group. This kind of attack is out of scope, as protection

strategies against it require mechanisms for ensuring the

security of admin/users’ devices. Assuming their privacy is not

compromised, our model remains resilient even if the attacker

compromises the network (including routers, enabler blocks,

public keys, attribute lists, and so on).

The proposed model is also robust to colluding attacks. For

example, suppose a user with the attribute “Professor” and

another with attribute “Researcher”. Even if both users collude,

they will not be able to decrypt a content protected under

the policy P = {Professor and Researcher}, since the policy

requires that a same group member possess both attributes

simultaneously. As previously discussed, only users belonging

to the group and that entirely satisfy the access control policies

defined may access published contents. Finally, the model does

not prevent that non-member users publish contents in the

group. This is possible because publishing contents within a

group only requires the group public key and attribute list,

both available in the network. Group members may avoid

access to undesired contents by verifying their origin using,

for example, self-certification mechanisms provided by the

network itself [7].

IV. EVALUATION

In order to assess the efficacy and effectiveness of our

model, various experiments were carried out in a controlled

environment. The experiments had the goal of verifying the

scalability of the model, its operational overhead, and the

impact to users’ quality of experience (QoE), in scenarios

with a varying number of users acting as publishers and

consumers. For comparison, we considered the solution of

Papanis et al. [4] and a generic, secure content sharing solution

based on RSA. The former was chosen as it allows, similarly

to our proposal, that users be dynamically added to content

dissemination pools (feature not supported by Misra et al. [3]),

whereas the latter was chosen for its popularity. The other

approaches were not considered as they are either based on

asymmetric encryption (thus leading to results similar of RSA)

or intrusive.

A. Environment Settings and Evaluation Scenarios

The proposed model was implemented over the CCN (Con-

tent Centric Networking) architecture [7], using as basis CCNx

0.8.2 running on top of Java SE v8 virtual machines. For the

attribute based encryption mechanism, we used the cpabe 0.11

software [16]. With the goal of following the key management

standard proposed for ICN architectures [17], each protected

content is accompanied of a respective metadata, which con-

tains the identifier of the corresponding enabler block and the

content validity, among others. Similarly, each enabler block

is accompanied by its respective metadata.

The physical substrate used in the experiments comprised

two servers, each equipped with 1 Intel Xeon E5-2420 pro-

cessor (1.9 GHz, 12 Threads, and 15MB cache), 32GB RAM

memory (1,333 MHz), 1 HD SAS (1TB capacity), and 2

Gigabit Ethernet network cards. Both have Debian/Linux 7.7

(kernel 3.14.21) and Xen Hipervisor installed. The servers

were directly connected to each other using two Ethernet

cables. The logical topology used for the evaluation, a subset

of Internet2, is illustrated in Figure 5. The mapping of logical

elements to the physical substrate is also presented in the

figure. Each logical node in the topology corresponds to

one virtual machine; each of them was instantiated with the

following settings: 2 virtual processors, 2 GB RAM memory,

and 40 GB disk space. The network links between nodes were

emulated using bridge-utils v1.5, all with ≈ 98Mbps.

For the experimental evaluation we considered two scenar-

ios, whose relevant settings are summarized in Table III. For

simplicity, all contents were published using a universal access

policy (i.e., any group member may decrypt it). That decision

was based on preliminary experiments, which enabled us to

observe that the number of attributes has marginal effect over

operational costs (publication/retrieval time, network traffic,

etc.) of our model. Finally, for each experiment, we carried out

30 runs and computed confidence intervals for a significance

level α = 0.05.

B. Operational Overhead

The first part of our evaluation comprised an analysis of

the operational overhead of our solution in an environment

composed of a publisher and a consumer only. To this end,

we used a subset of the topology shown in Figure 5, formed

by nodes #4 (publisher) and #6 (consumer). Figure 6 presents

an overview of the results achieved for content publication

(curves “Pub.”) and retrieval (curves “Ret.”). For the sake

of comparison, we considered the solution of Papanis et al.

(curves “Papanis”) and one scenario without any security

control mechanism (curves “Plain”). For legibility, the plots

are shown with y axis on log scale.

The main conclusion one may draw from the results de-

picted in Figure 6 is that the overhead of our solution is

marginal when compared to Papanis et al. Focusing on the

average content dissemination time (Figure 6(a)), for example,

our solution was 0.6% more efficient on average for publica-

tion. With regard to processing load (Figure 6(b)), there are

slightly higher for our solution (0.5% for publication and 1.4%

for retrieval). Finally, observe that the measured network traffic

(Figure 6(c)) indicate similar performance of both solutions.

When comparing our solution to the no security control

scenario, note that the operational overhead is amortized

proportionally to the size of the published content. These

results suggest that our solution incurs in a relatively small

impact to the users’ quality of experience (QoE). In the case

of content publication, time overhead decreases from 1,400%

(difference in the cost between our solution and “Plain”), on

average (for 1 MB contents), to 72% (1,000 MB). In this

comparison, the average overhead on retrieval time was only

8% (aspect of higher importance for the QoE of a large fraction

of users). The results obtained for our model are similar to

those observed for Papanis et al.

It is important to emphasize that the processing and pub-

lication/retrieval time overhead are mainly due to the use
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Fig. 5: Network topology considered.

TABLE III: Evaluation scenarios.

Parameters
Evaluated scenarios

A B

Number of users 10 30

File size 100MB 100MB

Published files 10 30

Router cache capacity 1GB 1GB

Cache expiration 1 hour 1 hour

Chunk size 4KB 4KB

Content popularity
Zipf

(s = 2.0)
1 Zipf

(s = 2.0)
1

1 According to Pentikousis et al. [15]
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Fig. 6: Overhead of our solution considering publication and retrieval times, processing load, and network traffic generated.

of encryption to protect the content and access keys. When

there is no security solution in place, the processing and time

measured refer only to the content publication/retrieval in the

network. About the measured network traffic (Figure 6(c)), the

overhead was constant and marginal, corresponding mainly

to the enabler block of the protected content (which is also

disseminated on the network).

C. Amount of Keys and Objects Generated

Another aspect evaluated is concerned to the number of

keys/objects required for secure content dissemination, in the

situations in which one, half, and all users act as publishers in

the network, respectively. In this analysis were considered, in

addition to our solution, the one of Papanis et al. [4] and the

RSA based one. In the case of Papanis et al., it is instantiated

for each publisher. In the RSA based model, (i) each user has a

pair of public and private keys; (ii) each content is encrypted

using a unique symmetric key; and (iii) the content key is

encrypted using each target user’s public key.

The results for this evaluation are presented in Figure 7

(y axis is presented in log scale). Observe that our solution

requires the lowest number of encryption keys, in contrast

with Papanis et al. and RSA. More importantly, our solution

maintains the number of keys proportional to the number of

group members, regardless of the number of publishers within

the group. Conversely, the number of keys required/objects

published increases significantly for the former two proposals.

For Papanis et al., one may observe an increase of up to

9,900%, in contrast to 96% in the case of our solution. With

regard to Papanis et al., that increase is related to the issue

of combinatorial explosion of cryptographic keys. Although in

the scenario using RSA the number of keys remains relatively

constant, the number of objects published in the network grows

significantly. The reason is that, although the symmetric key is

unique for each content, it needs to be encrypted individually

for every target user, to ensure that only authorized users may

access the content.

D. Dissemination Time and Number of Registered Objects

The goal of this evaluation, whose results are summarized

in Figure 8, was to assert the performance of our solution.

More specifically, we focused on the total time required

for content dissemination, and the overhead to the routers’

Forward Information Base (FIB), in an environment with

multiple publishers and consumers. This evaluation considered

as basis the complete logical topology illustrated in Figure 5

and the scenarios described in Table III. Each user publishes

1 and recovers n contents, i.e., 10 contents are published in

scenario A and 30 in scenario B. For comparison, we have

considered the solutions of Papanis et al., one based on RSA,

and one case without security mechanism (“Plain”).

One may observe from Figures 8(a) and 8(b) that the users’

QoE (measured by the time required for content dissemina-

tion) is marginally affected in our solution, if compared to
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Fig. 7: Number of keys/objects required for secure content sharing.
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Fig. 8: Content publication/retrieval times, and number of names registered on the routers’ FIBs, for scenarios A and B.

Papanis et al. More importantly, it is substantially better when

compared to the RSA based solution. That performance is

obtained causing relatively less impact to the network, as one

may observe in Figure 8(c).

The relatively higher content retrieval time for our solution

and Papanis et al. is explained by the fact that the RSA based

solution does not require content or enabler block metadata.

In other words, each user may directly locate contents and

their respective keys without obtaining their metadata, thus

being irrelevant to publish those metadata. On the other hand,

publication time is significantly higher for RSA, since that n

different encrypted versions of a same key for a same content

must be published in the network, one for each target user.

That aspect can be seen on the plot of Figure 8(c), as our

solution reduces in up to 68% (for scenario B) the number of

names registered on the routers’ FIBs.

V. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Secure content publishing and retrieval in ICN is a reality,

with several solutions that offer a wide range of access

control capabilities. Although promising, some solutions cause

a significant overhead to the network, as their key management

(and distribution) schemes are subject to a combinatorial

explosion of keys. Those not susceptible to this problem,

however, rely on specific ICN architectures or deployments,

insert (or modify) network components, and are less flexible

for gradual adoption.

To fill in this gap, we presented a novel solution, centered on

the concept of users’ groups, for secure content sharing. From

the results achieved, we assessed the efficacy and effectiveness

of our solution. In summary, it requires a comparatively

lower number of keys and objects in the network (in some

cases, up to 97% less keys). That gain is reached without

degrading users’ quality of experience (e.g., the time required

to publish/retrieve contents), in contrast to what occurs for

other solutions. In addition to these benefits, our solution may

be independently and autonomously adopted by a subset of

ICN users, without depending on modifications in the network.

Finally, it enables content publishing and retrieval even if the

group admin (or the content publisher, in the case of retrieval)

becomes unavailable.

As prospective directions for future research, we intend to

investigate mechanisms for speeding up the dissemination of

novel content access control policies, as well as mechanisms

for making access revocation simpler and more efficient.

Although these are classical access control issues (and thus

have been exhaustively investigated), they demand a novel

approach for solving it in this context, because of features

such as caching, etc.
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